
 

 

Benefits of Ethical Hacking 

Topic 1: Ethical Hacking 

Discuss the main benefits and risks of ethical hacking. Provide examples and/or details to 
support your ideas. If you have seen examples of ethical hacking, please share these with 
the group. 

 
 
Edward Jackson 

3/28/2015 4:43:41 PM 

A hacker is as a hacker does 

I would like to start by saying, being a hacker---or hacking---does not have to be bad. From an 

academic/professional point of view, learning hacking can allow IT professionals to build safer, stronger 

computer network systems. From a software development point of view, understanding the mind of a 

criminal hacker can allow companies and development teams to design better, more secure software. Now, 

if we look at what the term “hacker” has come to mean, it conjures up teenagers drinking Jolt cola, breaking 

into computers and networks to plant viruses or steal private data. Paul Graham (2004) suggests to hack 

and to be a hacker has numerous meanings, and it really depends upon the context on whether the 

meaning is good or bad (Graham, 2004). I believe, like most things in life, this is a more practical way to look 

at hacking---hacking in general. To me, intent is everything. Intent is good enough to work for our judicial 

system; it should be good enough to address the many levels and aspects of hacking. 

 

Something I would like to point out, “hacking” existed long before computers. I guess when people mention 

hackers today, what they really mean is a computer hacker, and more specifically, a black hat computer 

hacker. According to Hoffman (2013), there are three types of hackers: White hat, black hat, and gray hat 

(Hoffman). White hat hackers hack for good, and hack in defense of corporate/business computer 

networking systems. A gray hat hacker may do things questionable in nature, but not to intentionally hurt 

people or damage systems, unless there is an actual positive outcome. A black hat hacker will exploit 

computers and networks, without having a good reason, or caring about a positive outcome. 

 

On one hand, I see how society could fear hackers, after all, when the nightly news covers a hacking story, 

100% of the time it is bad. Thus, all hacking and hackers are getting a bad repetition. However, the reality of 

things, is that the world needs “ethical” hackers. Without those that really understand the mind of a hacker, 

business systems are at serious risk. By serious risk, I mean all computer security is hopelessly, laughably, 



 

 

left in the hands of criminals. If you were to ask any business out there, would they willingly hand over their 

company passwords to criminal hackers, I am sure they would respond with an immediate NO. They would 

probably look at you like you are crazy. However, by not employing ethical hackers to properly test all 

computing and networking equipment, that is exactly what companies are doing. Try as they will, there is no 

way an average security officer is prepared for an outside attack (or internal one for that matter), if that 

attack is being launched by black hat hackers. If you think about it just for a minute, you should be scared. 

This all leads to this statement, without ethical hackers, the businesses of today (and tomorrow), are 

guaranteed to have compromised computer networking systems. Here is yet another frightening fact, 

according to Hoover (2012)---from InformationWeek DARKReading---cyber terrorism is on the rise, and 

pose one of the greatest threats to national security. This further supports my claim that the world, 

especially the United States, needs ethical hackers. 

 

Now, time for some real world experience. The year was 2006, and I was working in Healthcare IT (I spent 

some 9 years in Healthcare IT). Of course, computer network security was our main concern. The problem 

was, our security knowledge was limited to reading best practices and off-the-shelf, professional training 

books. We implemented security mechanisms to computers and network based upon what we had read. 

The problem was, we had no idea whether or not if the security was working, if it could be easily broken into, 

or had holes in it. This led to me to seek “ethical” knowledge on testing security. One technology certification 

that was gaining in popularity at the time was from EC-Council, the Certified Ethical Hacker. The idea of an 

ethical hacker made me laugh at the time, at least from a training perspective. That was, until I started 

digging into the material, and learning all the things I did not know. Without explaining too much, let’s just 

say, I basically knew nothing about penetration testing, cracking passwords, how viruses worked, capturing 

data flying through the air over wireless, etc. The course was a real eye-opener. Before the CEH 

certification, I had taken the Security+, offered by CompTIA. After the Security+ certification, I thought I 

knew how to protect computer systems. I was wrong. The CEH offered knowledge that pretty much no one 

wanted to talk about, other than perhaps black hat hackers. I spent many years after that working on 

hardening hardware and software, performing pen testing, and testing the strength of security. To say the 

least, I fully support educating---those that have passed background checks---on what ethical hacking 

means. These days, I’m nowhere near a security officer, I work as a computer systems engineer. But, let 

me tell you, just having the CEH certification, and some kind of experience with security, has made all my 

technology-based solutions much better. I’m always thinking in the back of mind when I create something, 

how it could possibly be exploited. Thus, I believe the main advantages of ethical are preventing exploits (at 

all levels in a business), properly securing computers and networks, and learning how to test security, in the 



 

 

same ways a black hat may use to compromise security.  
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RE: Ethical Hacking 

Your points on who an ethical hacker is, and what are considered advantages and disadvantages of 

"ethical" hacking, are spot on for a modern definition. For as long as I can remember (I’m a little old school), 

hacker meant someone who deconstructs things, tears things apart to learn how they work, and a person 

who was interested in things that most people took for granted. I actually knew people who were electronic 

hackers, mechanical hackers, and even food hackers…all of which had nothing to do with criminal activity. 

However, these days, hacker definitely means something nefarious. I consider myself a computer systems 

engineer (my actual job title), but many of the software/hardware tasks that come my way have been 

deemed “impossible.” This usually means I have to “hack” until I arrive at a solution. It’s a wonderful job 

really. Anyway, I do believe there is a place in this world for ethical hackers. I’m excited to be taking this 

course. 
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You made several good points about hackers and ethical hacking. I completely understand why a person 

would take up and learn ethical hacking, or hacking in a non-criminal way. Part of my job as a computer 

system engineer is to deconstruct technology, and figure out workarounds and fixes to current software 

and hardware problems. You could consider this a form of hacking. What I don’t understand, is why 

people would damage computer and network systems, the very systems that allow society to function. 

What exactly does a person gain by hacking a healthcare system and putting someone’s private medical 

information on the internet? I think our government needs to do a lot more to protect this country’s 

computer and network systems. This means even from spam, all forms of malware, and spyware. I 

believe we need harsher penalties for computer-related crimes. Anyway, your write up was good. I look 

forward to corresponding further with you throughout the course. 

 
 
 

Introduction to Ethical Hacking 

An ethical hacker is a security expert who attacks a system on behalf of the system’s 
owners. This course focuses on discovering network vulnerabilities that a malicious 
hacker can exploit. The course explores penetration testing; footprinting and social 
engineering; scanning and enumeration; operating system weaknesses; and the 
methods used to hack Web servers and wireless networks. Students perform hands-on 
projects using state-of-art hacking tools and techniques. 

 

Outcomes 

After completing this unit you should be able to: 

 Discuss the concept of ethical hacking. 

 Document an attack and penetration test plan. 

 Compile preliminary reconnaissance information. 

Course outcomes practiced in this unit: 

IT542-1: Perform vulnerability tests using computer and network tools and utilities. 

 

What do you have to do in this unit? 

 Complete assigned Reading. 



 

 

 Participate in Discussion. 

 Complete unit Assignment. 

 Participate in Seminar or Alternative Assignment. 

 Complete the unit Quiz. 

 Complete the optional Learning Activity. 

 

Read the following chapters in your textbook: 

Chapter 1: Hacking: “The Next Generation” 

Chapter 2: “TCP/IP Review” 

Chapter 3: “Cryptographic Concepts” 

The Reading begins by introducing you to ethical hacking and explaining the role that 
ethical hackers play in securing information systems in the modern enterprise. There are 
similarities between ethical hacking and other forms of hacking, but also distinct 
differences. The Reading reviews networking concepts and technologies, with a focus on 
TCP/IP. The Reading on networking should be a review of knowledge you already gained 
in your previous courses. The Reading concludes with an introduction of key concepts 
from cryptography that are important to understand, since hacking often involves 
circumventing the security measures intended by cryptographic techniques. 

 

Attending live Seminars is important to your academic success, and attendance is highly 
recommended. The Seminar allows you to review the important concepts presented in 
each unit, discuss work issues in your lives that pertain to these concepts, ask your 
instructor questions, and allow you to come together in real time with your fellow 
classmates. You must either attend the live Seminar or you must complete the Seminar 
alternative assignment in order to earn points for this part of the class. 

Option 1: Attend the Seminar: 

During the Seminar, the instructor will briefly review the course Syllabus. The instructor 
will also review the first lab, preview the upcoming lab, and lead a discussion on the virtual 
lab environment used for the lab activities. 

Option 2: Alternative Assignment: 



 

 

You will benefit most from attending the graded Seminar as an active participant. 
However, if you are unable to attend you have the opportunity to make up the points by 
completing the alternative assignment. 

The alternative assignment consists of reviewing the recording from the live Seminar and 
then submitting a paper of at least three double-spaced pages that presents an overview 
of the topics covered during the Seminar. The paper must include at least one citation to a 
research paper relating to one of the topics from the Seminar. Your paper should be in 
APA format and cite all references used. Submit to the Seminar Dropbox. 

Assignment 1 

Outcomes addressed in this activity: 

Unit Outcomes: 

 Discuss the concept of ethical hacking 

 Document an attack and penetration test plan 

 Compile preliminary reconnaissance information 

Course Outcome: 

IT542-1: Perform vulnerability tests using computer and network tools and utilities. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 
 


